WYOMING’S
METHANE ECONOMY
HEADQUARTER
LOCATIONS:

0

MANUFACTURING
FIRMS

1

TOTAL
LOCATION

1

SERVICE
FIRM

13

EMPLOYEE LOCATIONS:

TOTAL
LOCATIONS

12

MANUFACTURING
FIRMS

1

SERVICE
FIRM
NOTE: FIRMS THAT PERFORM BOTH SERVICES AND MANUFACTURING ARE LISTED IN MANUFACTURING.

HEADQUARTERS
MANUFACTURING/
ASSEMBLY

Gillette

OTHER

Includes: services, sales,
offices, equipment maintenance,
undisclosed

Riverton
Casper

Rock Springs

Laramie
Cheyenne

SERVICE FIRMS IN METHANE EMISSION MITIGATION INDUSTRY IN WYOMING
Firm

Industry Category

Trihydro

Technology

DMR

LDAR, OGI, CR

Employees

Sales ($million)

201-1,000

Location Type

$15-$50

City
Laramie

HQ

HQ City is in bold

MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN METHANE EMISSION MITIGATION INDUSTRY IN WYOMING
Industry
Category

Firm

Technology

Employees

Sales ($million)

Location Type

City

Endurance Lift Systems

M

PLVT

1-500

1-$38.5

Other

Pinedale

Flogistix*

DMR, M

LDAR, OGI, CR, FS, UAV, VRU

1-500

$38.6-$500

Mfg / Assembly

Gillette

Hoerbiger

M

RPS, V

501-1,000

$1,001-$10,000

Mfg / Assembly

Casper

Mesa Natural Gas Solutions

M

FM

1-500

$15-$50

Mfg / Assembly

Evansville

PCS Ferguson

M

PLVT

1-500

1-$38.5

Other

Gillette, Rock Springs

Stewart & Stevenson

M

APD

1-500

$38.6-$500

Other

Casper

TechnipFMC

M

RPS, V, APD, REC

10,001+

$10,000+

Other

Rock Springs

TXAM Pumps

M

APD

1-500

1-$38.5

Other

Green River

Weatherford

M

APD, PLVT

501-1,000

$38.6-$500

Other

Gillette, Riverton, Rock Springs

*Performs services and manufacturing.
INDUSTRY CATEGORIES: DMR: Leak detection, measurement, and repair | ADA: Advanced data analytics | M: Mitigation technologies | SA: Strategic advisory
TECHNOLOGIES: LDAR: Leak Detection & Repair | MGL: Mobile Ground Labs | RPS: Rod Packing & Dry Seals | PLVT: Plunger Lifts/Velocity Tubing | OGI: Optical Gas Imaging
UAV: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles | V: Low-emission Valves | VRU: Vapor Recovery Units | CR: Non-OGI Close Range | A: Aircraft | APD: Alternatives to Pneumatics | FM: Flare Mitigation
FS: Fixed Sensors | S: Satellites | REC: Reduced Emission Completions | GC: Gas Capture For Use Or Distribution

FOR MORE INFORMATION, SEE THE DATU RESEARCH REPORT:
FIND, MEASURE, FIX: JOBS IN THE U.S. METHANE EMISSIONS
MITIGATION INDUSTRY
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FIGURE 9. TOP 15 STATES IN US
EMPLOYEE LOCATIONS, METHANE
EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT, 2021
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Texas: 196

California: 64

Colorado: 52

0

Unsurprisingly, the heaviest concentrations

ANTICIPATED GROWTH

they would anticipate hiring more employ-

of employee locations are found in oil and

We reached out to all 215 identified firms

ees. For service firms, this figure was 88

gas-producing states (see Figure 9). Of the

with a brief survey in which we asked, “Do

percent (29 out of 33). Full survey results

more than 750 locations identified nation-

you feel that future state or federal meth-

are found in Figure 10. A sample of com-

wide, 397 of these sites, or 53 percent, are

ane emission rules would likely help grow

ments by surveyed firms that reported

in the five states of Texas, California,

your company—and if ‘yes,’ in what ways?”

anticipating future growth is found in

Colorado, Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania.

A total of 57 firms responded. Among

Figure 11.

One state that has seen especially high

manufacturing firms, 75 percent (18 out of

growth is California – relevant employee

24) reported that if future state or federal

locations in California have grown 167

methane emission rules were put in place,

percent since our previous counts—perOklahoma: 46

FIGURE 10. ANTICIPATED GROWTH REPORTED BY METHANE EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT FIRMS

haps an indication of the fast-growing role

Manufacturing Firm Responses: 24

of data and information technology firms
sions. Such California-headquartered firms

25

control in order to predict future leaks;

North Dakota: 17

18

6
Our research identified
a total of 215 firms

5

2

2

1

2

INCREASED CUSTOMER BASE

top 15 states (shown in Figure 9) are states

YES

states, seven are in this list, including
York, Wyoming, New Mexico, and Ohio.

YES - WE WOULD NEED TO
INCREASE OUR ENGINEERING
PAYLOAD, PAYLOAD OPERATIONS,
ANALYSTS/DATA PROCESSING, AND
FLIGHT OPERATIONS TEAMS.

This would suggest that employee locations
Wyoming: 13

are poised to grow if the federal government and/or states roll out new rules on
methane emissions.

Florida: 12

New Mexico: 12

Ohio: 12
Note: States in green are those that have
or are considering methane rules.

One of the largest opportunities to address
methane emissions is to reduce or eliminate venting and flaring—two practices
that are increasingly avoidable, given im-

JOBS IN THE U.S. METHANE
EMISSIONS MITIGATION INDUSTRY

provements in flaring alternatives, including efficient combustion technology.
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that either manufacture technology
for, or
1

provide services to the oil and gas industry
INCREASED
TERRITORY
toSALES
manage
methane

NO

108

1

THERE ARE THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF VALVES AND CONTROLS LEAKING
NATURAL GAS TODAY … WE WOULD EXPAND
CUSTOMER BASE, INCREASE SALES AND
EXPAND OUR SALES TERRITORY.

3) MITIGATION TECHNOLOGIES

International Energy Agency (IEA) esti-

mates that 40% of total emissions could be

established and well known in the oil and

avoided with measures that have no net

gas industry. In many cases they pay for

cost.11 The main technologies, along with a

themselves via the natural gas they save; the

description for each, are found in Table 4.

TABLE 4. METHANE MITIGATION TECHNOLOGIES
LOW-EMISSION ROD PACKING AND DRY SEALS
Compressors are used to pressurize and transport natural gas; replacing typical seals with these low-emission seals and rod
packing helps prevent compressor leaks.
LOW-EMISSION VALVES
Various valves are used to vent excess gas pressure for safety, or to stop the flow of gas when a line is severed or a pilot light

80

nearly evenly split between mitigation

DECLINED TO ANSWER

vent gas to modulate pressure, flow, and more. Sites with electricity can replace gas-driven devices with compressed
instrument air, electric, and solar alternatives.
REDUCED EMISSIONS COMPLETIONS (GREEN COMPLETIONS)
At sites that use hydraulic fracturing, excess fluid and produced water must be removed before routine production can

There are 215
firms identified.
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The industry appears to be growing rapidly.
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Note: The sum of firms in each category exceeds the total 215 firms
because each firm may be active in two or more categories.

FIGURE 3. NUMBER OF FIRMS PROVIDING
LEAK DETECTION & MEASUREMENT, BY TECHNOLOGY

JOBS INand
THE
U.S. METHANE
Detection, Measurement
Repair;
and
EMISSIONS MITIGATION INDUSTRY
Mitigation—we assigned a number of relePAGE 29
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86

80
There are 108 firms providing leak
detection and measurement.
59

60

57

vant subcategories. Leak Detection,

Measurement and Repair comprised eight
40
subcategories, found in Figure 3. We chose
4) STRATEGIC ADVISORY
Some devices used in natural gas producto treat LDAR services (86 firms) as its own
30
Oil and gas companies have long engaged
tion emit methane routinely as part of
subcategory to distinguish these firms from
the services of third-party service firms to
everyday operations, including pneumatic
20
the growing number of service firms that
19
help them with compliance20and reporting.
devices (those that use energy from presprovide other detection- and measure12
Many of the same firms that perform leak
surized gas to operate equipment). At sites
8
ment-related services. These include, for
detection services also offer services to do
with electric power, gas-driven devices can
instance, New York-based start-up Bluefield
0
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climate awareness, a new type of consulting
devices that exist expressly to cut emissions,
Sa
Fixe
ro
clos
G
analyze methane emissions data from
has emerged, to help operators makeNote:
strasuch as vapor recovery units (VRUs), which
The sum of firms in these subcategories exceeds the total 108 firms providing
leak detection and measurement services because each firm may report more than one relevant technology.
ground sensors and satellites. Among firms
tegic plans to reduce their methane emisrecover gas found near the top of storage

tanks that is otherwise vented or flared.

sions. These strategic advisory services go
far beyond regulatory compliance and

is unlit. To avoid leaks, operators can replace failing valves early, preferably with low-leak valves.

JOBS IN THE U.S. METHANE ALTERNATIVES TO PNEUMATIC DEVICES
EMISSIONS
MITIGATION INDUSTRY
Pneumatic devices such as actuators, controllers and pumps use energy from pressurized gas to operate equipment. They

101

80

INCREASED
HIRING
emissions.
This total
is

ALSO, PRESSURE FROM
For the manufacturing firms, our 2021
INVESTORS. CUSTOMERS
total is a 33-percent increase over our 2014
SEEM TO BE ADOPTING WHOLEFor service
ALREADY
FEEL firms, our current total
SALE (FASTER THAN ANTICIPATED). YES, WEcount.
THE INCREASE
AND PHONE
CURRENTLY HIRING DATA
is a 90-percent
increase over our 2017
CALLS. WE ARE LOOKING TO ADD
POSITIONS.
count. Service firms are mostly performing
AS MANY AS 15 TO 20 BACK FOR
measurement and repair
WITH ADDITIONAL METHANE EMISSIONS
PATROLleak
ANDdetection,
DATA
RULES WE BELIEVE THAT THERE WILL BE MORE
PROCESSING.
(108 firms), while 28 service firms provide
COMPANIES LOOKING FOR WAYS TO PROVIDE DISadvanced data analytics, and 13 provide
CLOSURE AND TRANSPARENCY. WE WOULD PLAN TO
strategic
advisoryEMPLOYEES:
to oil and gas operators.
ADDITIONAL
HIRE AND GROW OUR TEAMS TO MEET THOSE
IN this
THE research
LONG RUN
NotPERHAPS
exhaustive,
is almost
NEEDS.
IT IS GAME ON IN THE US NOW THAT
DEPENDING ON WHAT THE NEW RULE
Consultants can help by offering not
only EMISSION REDUCTIONS ARE
certainly an undercount in all manufacturMETHANE
REQUIREMENTS MIGHT BE.
BACKtoON
technical advice but also modifications
a THE TABLE. CANADIAN MARKET IS ing and service categories.
ALREADY
company’s business model, including
how toTAKING OFF. YES, WE WILL MORE
THAN TRIPLE IN SIZE IF OUR SALES
make productive use of the recovered
gas.
For two of our industry categories—Leak
FORECASTS ARE CORRECT.

Methane mitigation technologies are long
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120

4

0

INCREASED SALES

manufacturing firms (101) and services
FIGURE 11. ANTICIPATED GROWTH COMMENTS, SELECTED METHANE
firms (114), as shown in Figure 2.
EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT FIRMS

are considering them. Of the eight such
California, Colorado, Pennsylvania, New

Massachusetts: 14

2

0

that either have methane rules in place or

FIGURE 2. NUMBER OF FIRMS IN
U.S. METHANE MITIGATION
INDUSTRY, BY CATEGORY

9
COUNT
OF FIRMS

10

11+TB of data daily.
Also not surprising is that nearly half of the

North Carolina: 14

29

23

14

15

Planet, which builds satellites and operates
a platform that downloads and processes

New York: 17

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
U.S. METHANE EMISSIONS
MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY

22

21

20

Orbital Sidekick, which builds and launches hyperspectral imaging satellites; and

Illinois: 20

31

29

30

include Kelvin, which uses AI for process
Louisana: 32

Service Firm Responses: 33

35

in detecting and measuring methane emisPennsylvania: 39

Large opportunities exist to reduce or even

instead help operators envision how they

eliminate methane emissions from routine

can manage methane emissions to create a

venting and flaring, especially at remote

future business model that could differ

JOBS IN THE U.S. METHANE
EMISSIONS MITIGATION INDUSTRY
THE WORLD BANK’S

facilities—or at oil sites, where natural gas

considerably from a company’s current

ESTIMATES FROM

is not considered a product, but rather only

configuration.

SATELLITE DATA
SHOW THAT IN 2019,

“associated” with oil production. The

begin. During the process, a large amount of methane escapes. Instead, temporary REC equipment can be brought to

World Bank’s estimates from satellite data

Much of the growth in this type of strategy

GLOBAL GAS FLARING

separate the gas and send it to the sales line.

show that in 2019, global gas flaring in-

consulting is motivated by investors’ in-

INCREASED TO 150

creased to 150 billion cubic meters (bcm),

creasing embrace of Environmental, Social,

BILLION CUBIC METERS

LIQUIDS UNLOADING: PLUNGER LIFTS AND VELOCITY TUBING
A well’s productivity can be impeded by accumulating liquids, often removed via a “blowdown,” which allows the gas under

equal to the total annual gas consumption

and Governance (ESG) factors in their

(BCM), EQUAL TO THE

pressure to push out the liquids--releasing large amounts of methane. Plunger lifts and velocity tubing can be used to

of Sub-Saharan Africa.13 This wasted gas

analysis of the financial metrics of a compa-

TOTAL ANNUAL GAS

release far less methane.

could instead be used for energy, even

ny. ESG has become an important aspect of

CONSUMPTION OF

while reaching net-zero methane emissions.

risk assessment and investment decisions.

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA.

Vapor recovery units (VRUs) collect gas vapors from storage tanks. Methane vaporizes and collects between the liquid and

For instance, several technologies capture

The general public is also becoming more

the top of the tank, creating emissions that are often vented or flared. VRUs can capture them for on-site generators or

associated natural gas and either use it

discerning, as climate awareness increases,

VAPOR RECOVERY UNITS

compress them into a sales pipeline.
CAPTURE OF ASSOCIATED GAS FOR USE OR DISTRIBUTION
Instead of venting and flaring natural gas associated with oil operations, operators can use it as fuel for oil field activities by
compressing it, or convert it to electric power using small-scale generators, or convert it to methanol or LNG.12
IMPROVED COMBUSTION FOR FLARING
If flaring is used, technologies can optimize combustion efficiency and ensure flares stay lit.

onsite as fuel, or convert it to electricity or

and likelier to hold oil and gas operators

liquid fuels for distribution off-site. Others

accountable for their emissions.

can improve flare combustion performance to achieve 99.99% efficiency, also

Oil and gas companies that are focusing on

using the waste heat to generate power.14

ESG may work with traditional environmental consulting firms to set ambitious
goals, such as those to reduce or even
eliminate fugitive emissions—treating them

Significant emission reductions can come

not as an unavoidable downside of opera-

simply from replacing devices such as com-

seals can be replaced with low-emission rod

tions, but rather as an opportunity to recov-

pressor rods and seals before they can

packing and dry seals, which further re-

er lost product and to improve their green-

corrode or get clogged, leading to gas

duce emissions.

house gas footprint.

JOBS IN THE U.S. METHANE
EMISSIONS MITIGATION INDUSTRY
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leaks. Ideally, compressor rods and wet

JOBS IN THE U.S. METHANE
EMISSIONS MITIGATION INDUSTRY
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